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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
Z06 LASER MESH SIDE VENT GRILLES
PART # C608-3Z #C608ZM
Finally a beautifully constructed stainless vent grille that truly offers a custom look
worthy of your Z06! A simple yet permanent installation you will enjoy for years to
come.
1. The first thing you will need to do is to prepare the inner side of each vent
opening by vigorously scrubbing with alcohol. To do this, wad a small pad of
paper towel between a needle nose pair of pliers in such a way as to be able to
scrub the inner wall of the plastic vent bezel. (The side you can NOT see).
2. Once you have thoroughly cleaned the vent, swipe the areas with the adhesive
promoter provided in just the same way. NOTE: This promoter packet is NOT a
cleaner but an adhesive accelerator and must be used in order to achieve a nice
reliable and permanent bond of the grille to the cars factory vent.
3. Now that the plastic vent bezel has been properly prepared you can begin to
install the grille. Before you remove the red release liner and attach the grille set
the grille in place by gripping it with your needle nose pliers and manipulate it
into the opening. A properly positioned grille will set in evenly all around the
bezel opening. The self stick taps will line up with the inner side of the bezel and
will not be visible once installed. The angle of the attachment taps are set from the
factory and should not be repositioned. Practice setting the grilles into the
openings teaching yourself just how to set them in place in one single motion.
This is important because the 3M attachment tape is VERY aggressive and will
not allow you to reposition it once it is stuck to the vent should your position of
the grille be incorrect. Take your time setting it in and lining it up with the vent
opening.
4. Now that you have practiced setting the grilles in place, remove the protective
liner. Grip the grille with your needle nose pliers in a nice comfortable
manipulative spot on the grille then carefully and slowly set the grille into the
vent. The grille should lightly stick in place. Using a small right angle pick poke
thru the grille at each of the tab areas and force the tabs against the vent bezel.
Take a few minutes to insure that each tab has been thoroughly pressed to the
bezel. This will insure a nice long lasting and secure installation.

If any questions occur during installation please
contact American Car Craft at 727 861-1500.

